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Abstract
This paper shows the present condition of congestion at the intersections of Khulna-Jessore Highway within
Khulna city. With the help of spot speed and level of service analysis, the most congested intersections are
found. The problems at those intersections are identified. Khulna is an important city because of trade and
commerce. Khulna-Jessore highway goes through Khulna city which is connected to important cities like Dhaka
and is used for freight transport. For this reason, heavy cargo trucks move inside city. That’s why there should be
some measures for Khulna traffic. But Khulna-Jessore Highway lacks some necessary operational features and
Khulna city people face trouble at some specific intersections. Physical feature survey, volume survey and spot
speed survey was done for this research. From the surveys data like level of service of intersections, number of
vehicles moving at a particular time, spot speed of different vehicles at different intersections were got. From
these data Ferryghat mor, Powerhouse mor, Daulatpur and Fulbarigate were marked as the most congested
intersections. Reasons of congestion are also found from the survey data. The common reasons are lack of fixed
facilities, parking of three wheelers etc. These problems can be solved by providing some restrictions like
restriction on vehicle movement on highway and following some regulations.
Keywords: Traffic Congestion in Khulna, Traffic Condition of Khulna-Jessore Highway, Volume Survey, Spot
Speed Survey, Physical Feature Survey.
1 Introduction
The GDP generation of a country is dependent very much on the mobility provided by the transportation
facilities available to different segments of its population. Hence, there is a growing need for availability of an
efficient transportation system in the cities and suburbs creating the urban area. The efficiency of transportation
system depends mostly on the efficiency of the different operational features of transportation system
(Ponnuswamy, 2012).The elements of road which serves people in different ways are called operational feature
of road such as elements of road, pedestrian way, signal system, sign etc.
The road transport system in Khulna city is now challenged with rapid urbanization which would be the causes
of social, economic and environmental degradation. Efficient transport may become a key tool for dealing with
these problems and to provide a better guideline to cope with the future demand. The existing road transport in
Khulna city is now marked as air and noise pollution, traffic congestion and traffic fatalities (Shirina Afroz,
2007).
Within these greater evolution there arises many changes in the transportation system of Khulna city. So the
efficiency and serviceability of the operational features of Khulna city must possess many fluctuations because
of high demand and random use. Besides this the urban transportation planning must require the data about the
present condition of the road transport. So a study must be conducted to analyze the present and past condition.
Comparing the past and present data the rate of change could be established which will support the transportation
planning procedure of Khulna City in a greater extent.
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This study is concerned about the congestion problems of Khulna city. Khulna Jessore highway is one of the
most important corridor for both passenger and freight transport. Khulna Jessore highway within Khulna City
Corporation area is mainly facing transportation problems as this route is used both for local purpose as well as
for national transportation. So this study focuses on the intersections of this route and most congested
intersections and reasons behind congestions are found.
2 Study Area
The study area for this study was the major intersections lied on the Khulna-Jessore Highway within the Khulna
City Corporation area. The road portion is from “Fultola” to “Rupsha”. There are about 31 intersections
approximately within this road portion. Through initial site inspection, the relatively important intersections were
identified. 12 intersections were selected which consumed high traffic flow for determining the most congested
intersections. These intersections are “Fultola”, “Shiromoni”, “Fulbarigate”, “Ralligate”, “Daulatpur”,
“Notunrasta”, “Newmarket”, “Shibbari mor”, “Power house mor”, “Ferryghat mor”, “Shantidham mor” and
“Rupsha”.
3 Methodology
To specify congestion problem of Dhaka Khulna Highway, works were divided into two steps. In first step,
congestion at different intersections was observed. With the help of volume study, traffic flow at different
intersections were observed and with the help of spot speed study, speed of different vehicle at different
intersections were observed. By analyzing these two studies, most congested intersections are identified. Then
with physical feature survey, spot speed survey, level of service analysis, journey and running speed analysis and
delay study, reasons of congestion are identified.
3.1 Physical Feature Survey
Following things were observed in this survey.
Width of different road elements: Width of different cross sectional elements like carriageway, median,
footpath, drainage, shoulder, future extension space were measured with measurement tapes.
Roadside facilities and traffic facilities: The location of roadside features such as, bus stop, bus bay, parking
space etc. were pointed out. The location of different automatic and control system such as, signal, sign, traffic
police, zebra crossing, and speed breaker, roundabout were also pointed out and located in a hand drawn
intersection map.
Flow of vehicles at intersections: The flow of traffic at the intersection points were observed for one hour to
determine where the vehicles come from and where they go. Also merging and diverging of vehicles were
observed.
3.2 Traffic Survey
Volume study: The volumes of vehicles at each intersection were counted manually. Different time period were
fixed such as, peak hour and off peak hour. The volume was counted at just after the intersection points. The
surveys were conducted to count volume of traffic on two weekdays at 5 different times in each day.
Peak hours: 8:30 – 9:00 AM, 12:00 – 12:30 PM, 5:30 – 6:00 PM
Off peak hours: 10:30 – 11:30 AM, 3:00-3:30 PM
With these volume survey data, Level of service (LOS) of roads was calculated. To calculate LOS, some
calculations are needed to be done.
Capacity: The maximum number of vehicle which have a reasonable expectation of passing over a given section
of a lane or a roadway in one direction during a given time period under prevailing roadway and traffic
condition. It is the ability of a road to accommodate traffic volume. It is the maximum hourly rate.
Capacity, C= (1000*Speed of vehicle in Km/hr)/ (Average spacing in meters of moving vehicles)
Passenger Car Equivalent (PCE): It is the method of expressing various types of vehicles having different
characteristics in a common equivalent unit. It is needed to remove the effects of traffic composition from flow
calculation. One car is considered as one unit. In respect of its road occupancy and operational requirements each
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types of vehicle is equivalent to a number of passenger cars and this called the Passenger Car Equivalent (PCE).
PCE is directly related to capacity value (Ahuja, 2007).
Passenger Car Unit (PCU): The PCU value represents the total space occupied by any vehicle type in a
particular section of road with respect of passenger car (Ahuja, 2007).
PCU = Total number of vehicle (same type) in a particular section × PCE value
Level of service (LOS) is a qualitative measure used to relate the quality of traffic service. LOS is used to
analyze highways by categorizing traffic flow and assigning quality levels of traffic based on performance
measure like speed, density etc. LOS describes the quality of operational condition within a traffic stream. Six
LOS are defined according to the volume and speed of vehicles –
Table 3.1: Level of service according to traffic volume and road capacity
Level of service
A (Free flow of traffic)
B (Reasonably free flow of
traffic)
C (Stable flow of traffic)
D ( Approaching unstable
flow of traffic)
E (Unstable flow of traffic)
F (Breakdown of traffic)

Speed (Kph)
>=80
>=40

Volume to capacity ratio
<=.6
<=.7

>=30
>=25

<=.8
<=.9

>=15
<15

<=1
>1

Another way of calculating LOS is with the help of delay time.

Source: (TRB, 2000)

Table 3.2: Level of service according to delay time
Level of service
A
B

Signalized (second)
<=10
10–20 sec

C
D
E

20–35 sec
35–55 sec
55–80 sec

F

≥80 sec

Non signalized(second)
<=10
10–15 sec
15–25 sec
25–35 sec
35–50 sec
≥50 sec
Source: (Partha M et. al., 2016)

Spot speed study: The spot speed of the vehicles was measured at four times in two days, one peak hour and one
off peak hour in each day. To calculate the spot speed 100 m distance was taken. With a stopwatch time was
calculated for each type of vehicle which it took to cross 100 m distance. It is measured in Meter/second (m/s) or
Kilometer/hour (Km/hr.)
Spot Speed =

Km/hr.

Journey speed, running speed study and delay study: Moving observer method were used to find out the
journey speed and running speed of vehicle. For this four types data were collected through two types of vehicles
– Town service and Micro bus. The four types of data were –
- Total journey time, delay points and delay time
- Number of overtaking vehicles
- Number of overtaken vehicles
- Number of modes coming from opposite direction
The calculation for journey speed and running speed is given below –
The Passenger Car Unit (PCU) for North bound, qn = {(x+yn)/ (ta+tw)} PCUs/min
The Passenger Car Unit for South bound, qs = {(x+ys)/ (tn+ts)} PCUs/min
Where, x = Total PCU of that bound
=
= Number of overtaking vehicles – Number of overtaken vehicles of each bound
=
= Total journey time of south bound (Minute)
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= = Total journey time of north bound (Minute)
Now,
= ( - ) minute
And

=(

-

) minute

Mean journey speed in north bound direction =

Km/min

Mean journey speed in north bound direction =

Km/min

Where, d = Total road distance
Mean running time in north bound direction = – stopped time
Mean running time in north bound direction = – stopped time
The difference between Journey time and Running time is called delay time. Delay is usually caused due to
traffic jam, passenger boarding and alighting etc. Delay study is conducted due to knowing how frequently the
vehicles moves in road and the rate of interruption in speed.
4 Finding out most congested intersections
4.1 According to Spot Speed Survey Analysis

Figure 1: Spot speeds from south to north direction

Figure 2. Spot speed from North to south direction
Spot speeds are comparatively less in “Fulbarigate”, “Ferry ghat” and “Power house mor”. So, these are the most
congested intersections.
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4.2 According To Traffic Flow Survey Analysis
The data of volume count is used to find out the level of service for each intersections.
Table 1: Level of Services
Name of the intersections
1. Fultola
2. Shiromoni
3. Fulbarigate
4. Ralligate
5. Daulatpur
6. Notunasta
7. New market
8. Shibbari mor
9. Power house mor
10. Ferryghat mor
11. Shantidham mor
12. Rupsha

Peak hour

Off peak hour

Weekend
N to S

N to S

S to N

N to S

S to N

B
C
C
B
C
A
A
A
D
C
B
B

A
A
D
A
B
A
A
A
E
E
A
D

A
B
B
A
B
B
A
A
E
D
C
C

B
A
C
A
A
A
A
A
D
E
A
A

Average
S to N

A
B
B
B
A
B
B
C
D
A
A
B
B
C
C
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
E
B
D
B
D
E
A
C
B
C
B
C
(Source: Field survey, January, 2016)

The level of services is lower in “Fulbarigate”, “Power house mor”, “Ferryghat mor”, “Daulatpur” and
“Rupsha”. So these are the most congested intersections.
4.3 According to Delay time analysis through public buses
Table 2: Level of Service according to delay time
Name of the intersections
1. Fultola
2. Shiromoni

Delay time
(Second)
13.03
13.38

3. Fulbarigate

17.73

4. Ralligate
5. Daulatpur

10.4
40.71

6. Notunasta
7. New market
8. Shibbari mor

7.37
9.12
8.02

9. Power house mor

40

10. Ferryghat mor

70.12
23
19
20.94

11. Shantidham mor
12. Rupsha

Causes
Boarding and alighting of passengers
Traffic jam, speed breaker
Boarding and alighting of passengers
Traffic jam
Informal stoppage
Speed breaker
Traffic jam, speed breaker
Boarding and alighting of passengers
Boarding and alighting of passengers
Boarding and alighting of passengers
Boarding and alighting of passengers,
Collision between rickshaws
Boarding and alighting,
Informal stoppage
Boarding and alighting of passengers
Informal stoppage
Boarding and alighting of passengers
Traffic jam
Boarding and alighting of passengers

Level of service (Nonsignalized intersection)
B
B
C
B
E
A
A
A
E
F
C
C

The most congested intersections are “Daultpur”, “Power house mor” and “Ferryghat mor”.
4.4 Comparison of Spot Speed and Running Speed of Public Bus
The average running speed of Khulna – Jessore Highway within the Khulna City Corporation area (Fultola to
Rupsha) is 31.43 KPH (Kilometer per Hour).
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Figure 3: Spot speeds and the average running speed from North to South
Spot speeds of “Fulbarigate”, “Power house mor”, “Ferryghat” and “Rupsha” were fluctuated from running
speed at a great range. So these are the most congested intersections.
4.5 Overall Ranking

Less Congestion

5 Reasons of Congestions
5.1 Informal Stoppages at Intersection Points
The informal stoppages of Atul, Easy bike and CNG at intersection points decrease the effective width of road
form North to South direction.

Figure 4: Congestion of road by vehicles from North to South
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5.2 Lack of Signal System
All the existing signal systems of Khulna City are inactive. So, basically there is no signal system to control the
traffics at the intersections. For example, Power house mor is connected with a major commercial area
(godowns, wholesale) through the Railway road. When Trucks exits from the Railway road it goes to the north
direction. As truck is a large vehicle (PCE = 2) and it occupies a greater portion of road, during this time other
vehicles of both the north to south and south to north cannot move. Thus traffic jam occurs.
6 Conclusion
This study presented traffic condition situation in Khulna city. Main congested intersections of Dhaka-Khulna
Highway from Fultola to Rupsha identfiied in this study. Also the main problems also found. So this study
presented a great scope for further researcher to find out solutions for congestion problem. also this study can
help in decision making while planning for any development of the road.
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